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Abstract
The following essay discusses Herman Melville’s “I and My Chimney” (1856)
as a text that engages architecture and writing as interrelated systems of
signification. Fueled by a variety of historical developments, domestic
architecture emerges as a powerful purveyor of meaning in the antebellum
decades. Architecture, in this cultural context, is construed in analogy to writing
(and, to some extent, vice versa), as creating houses-as-texts that tell stories about
their inhabitants, in terms of their individual, familial, and national identities.
Thus conceived, domestic architecture is characteristically enlisted in the
articulation and stabilization of hegemonic narratives of, e.g., gender and
nationhood. Melville’s text invokes this cultural convention to cast the
signification architecture and writing perform as vulnerable and in crisis. This
crisis is narrated by an idiosyncratic narrator for whom the semiotic instability
that his narrative documents resonates with, and registers, the social and cultural
vulnerability that he experiences—his authority as master of his house and family
is challenged in the course of the tale, along with the structural integrity of his
chimney that he wants to symbolically reinforce his authority. I argue that this
crisis of signification performs double work in the text. On the one hand, it serves
to articulate the anxiety of mid-19th-century cultural elites about what they
perceive as a cultural decline. On the other hand, allegedly dysfunctional
signification unfolds a critical potential, bringing to light things which
‘functional’ signification had worked to conceal and thereby unlocking hermetic
narratives of self, family, and nation.
Herman Melville’s “I and My Chimney” (1856) has garnered comparatively
little critical interest in the course of the ‘Melville revival’ of the last two or so
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decades.1 Together with much of his other short fiction, and his uncollected
magazine pieces in particular, it has never really come out of the shadow of the
more epic texts long considered his masterpieces. While the tale received some
attention when Melville’s short fiction in general was on the critical agenda, up to
the 1970s,2 only few scholars have felt invited to re-approach the text as so many
other of Melville’s texts have been re-evaluated and -discovered in the last few
years.3 It almost seems like the ‘lightness’ in tone and plot of “I and My
Chimney” indicates for some that Melville actively ignored his literary skills in
composing texts like this, writing them either as potboilers or as artless
autobiography. In the following, I want to make a proposition to the contrary. I
consider “I and My Chimney” a most remarkable and relevant text—this old
man’s account of his home, focusing on his beloved chimney, and of his efforts to
defend this house against his wife’s plans of home improvement. The tale
addresses, and makes unique artistic use of, what today’s literary scholarship
considers some of the major cultural narratives of 19th-century U.S. culture. 
In this essay, I will attend to the ways in which Melville’s text evokes two of
the most authoritative purveyors of meaning in mid-19th-century culture—
architecture and writing—to ironically challenge their authority and functionality.
In the antebellum years in particular, cultural expectations of the facility of
architecture and writing to construct and stabilize meaning were highly
pronounced. Their authority, however, was becoming increasingly problematic
from the vantage point of an avowed literary artist like Melville. From the elite
perspective he represents, the cultural authority of both is being contaminated by
the interrelated forces of commodification and feminization: Women and the
marketplace seize control of both print culture and the American home, corrupting
the power held by words and houses, reducing them to vanguards of a declining,
1 This, if you will, second Melville revival has been, variously, proclaimed and dismissed in
publications ranging from the 1994 special issue of American Literature on the “New
Melville” to Edgar Dryden’s monograph Monumental Melville, which, most recently, invokes
the cultural and political turn instigated by New-Melville-scholars to call for a renewed
attention to Melville’s literary aesthetics (2-5).
2 See, e.g., Bickley; Dillingham.
3 The one major exception to this lack of interest are a group of critics who have begun to
approach the tale in the context of domestic literature (Allison; Shamir; Wilson). My own
reading is greatly indebted to their thinking yet takes tacit issue with their lack of attention to
the text’s idiosyncratic narrative voice and its foregrounding of the work of signification.
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commercializing culture. This story of contamination and decline strongly
resonates in 20th-century critical accounts of 19th-century literature and culture.
Ann Douglas’s classic The Feminization of American Culture, for example,
diagnoses a major cultural decline toward the middle of the 19th century, for which
she holds responsible an alliance between the feminine culture of sentimentalism
and the capitalist culture of consumerism. The critical tradition which Douglas’s
study represents has cast Herman Melville as a major contender in this
development, one of the key spokesmen for a (re-) masculinization of American
culture.4 Against this background, it seems tempting to read “I and My Chimney”
as yet another venue for the alienated artist’s reckoning with a commercializing
literary culture. I am aiming to complicate such a reading of the tale for, while the
text certainly reflects masculine anxiety by dramatizing feminized and
commercialized culture as one of crisis, this crisis unfolds a remarkable
productivity. The tale stages the dysfunctionalities of systems of signification not
only, maybe not even primarily, to mourn the erosion of their authority but to
outline their narrative productivity.
“I and My Chimney” foregrounds architecture and writing as semiotic systems
in the two interrelated ‘texts’ it features—the narrator’s house with its spectacular
chimney and the building’s narrative, voiced by a narrator who emphatically
identifies with his chimney. His account adamantly belabors the power of houses
and written words as arbiters of meaning. It seeks to cast the eponymous chimney
as unequivocal, indeed massive sign of, above all, the narrator’s self but also of a
broader cultural or national identity with which he wishes to align himself. In
addition, he consistently resorts to writing in order to manage and protect the
integrity of his chimney. However, the narrator only partly succeeds in his project.
The meaning and authority of his chimney, along with its various metaphorical
referents, are challenged throughout the text. The semiotic vulnerability with
which the narrator is confronted in the text resonates with, and registers, the social
and cultural vulnerability that he experiences. The chimney’s facility to make
sense, and the narrator’s ability to control its sense-making, destabilize at the very
4 Douglas’s book dedicates a whole chapter to Melville, including a brief discussion of “I and
My Chimney,” which she reads as a comment on the literary marketplace and its corruption by
the revenue-driven orientation toward an anti-intellectual female readership (383-85).
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moment when the narrator’s authority as master of his house is challenged. The
narrator specifically blames his wife and a greedy architect—conspicuous
representatives of the conspiracy of femininity and capitalism—with plotting
against him and his chimney, two characters whose entrance in the text seems to
threaten not only the narrator’s authority and the chimney’s physical integrity, but
also the semiotic power of the building’s architecture and of its representation in
narrative. The chimney, as the narrative progresses, turns out to not so much
provide stability and a structural center as it diffuses structure; to not so much
work for the circulation of meaning as for its enclosure and containment. As a
result, the various cultural narratives in whose elaboration the chimney is enlisted
—of selfhood, of familial and national identity—are made to share in the
chimney’s crisis of signification. They, too, are cast as highly vulnerable
constructs, lacking in robust substance, and thus direly in need of the symbolism
of a structure as (seemingly) massive and substantial as the chimney, and of a
narrative guardian as dedicated as the narrator.
The reading of “I and My Chimney” I thus propose—informed by a
poststructuralist interest in semiotic instabilities—contests much previous
criticism of the text which has been tempted by its unity and centeredness—its
focus on one governing symbol—to interrogate the narrative for a unified
meaning. In his survey of previous criticism, Allan Moore Emery distinguishes
between ‘private’ and ‘public’ readings of the tale’s chimney as either “a symbol
of Melville’s mind” (201) or as symbolizing themes like conservatism, slavery, or
religion (202). As much as the essays that Emery reviews may disagree about
what exactly the chimney signifies, they all do agree that the text establishes one
fundamental symbolic meaning for the chimney. Along similar lines, more recent
criticism—the little there is—has often focused on the text’s negotiation of
gender, some within a biographical frame of reference, as an outlet for Melville’s
personal domestic troubles, others against the background of broader cultural
discourses, but always assuming that the tale is fundamentally about the
chimney’s symbolic referentiality. Sarah Wilson and Milette Shamir promisingly
complicate this reading practice by attending to the code by which the text
establishes its gender-symbolism—domestic architecture—diagnosing at its center
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an “[a]nxiety over loss of masculine control within the newly divided private
sphere” (Shamir 454). While this analytic move as well as their thoughts about
domestic architecture are highly relevant to my own reading of the tale, I disagree
with their implicit assumption that the narrator’s politics and the text’s politics
(and possibly even the author’s) are simply the same.
I will be arguing, instead, that the text does not so much distinguish itself by
the metaphorical equations it generates as by the ways in which it resolutely
sabotages them. It does not simply advance and unreflectedly endorse the
symbolic uses its narrator makes of the eponymous chimney—the narrator himself
and his metaphoric operations are much too flawed for that. Rather, I see the text
foreground vulnerability—of meanings, of the processes of their construction and
circulation, and even of the material items that are supposed to reflect and
symbolically reinforce meanings. On one level, the texts casts this threefold
vulnerability—if you will, of signifiers, signification, and significance—as a
crisis, which, thanks to the way in which the narrative contextualizes this crisis,
serves to articulate the anxiety of mid-19th-century cultural elites about what they
perceive as cultural decline. On another level, however, this vulnerability greatly
energizes the narrative. It facilitates its humor, which distinguishes the text from
others (also and especially by Melville) that reflect this anxiety in a much bleaker
and grimmer fashion. In addition, allegedly dysfunctional signification unfolds a
critical potential in the narrative, bringing to light things which ‘functional’
signification had worked to conceal, and thereby unlocking the hermetic
narratives of self, family, and nation in which the chimney has been discursively
enlisted. To explore this vulnerability of signification and its narrative dynamics
in “I and My Chimney,” I want to begin by attending to the way in which the text
discusses architecture and writing as two (interrelated) semiotic systems. For
each, it invokes cultural expectations of meaningfulness to subsequently imagine
assorted moments of dysfunctionality. This dynamic spills over to the symbolic
projects in which the text employs its architectural protagonist to elaborate and
affirm narratives of selfhood, familial and national identity. In the latter part of
this essay, I will probe into the impact these instabilities have on the articulation
of these narratives in the text.
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Architecture
In the antebellum decades in particular, domestic architecture emerges as a
powerful system of signification. A variety of cultural factors contribute to this
development. Chief among them are the interrelated processes of class- and
gender-formation which elevate the middle-class home into a key signifier of
social status as well as of the individual self. As Stuart Blumin notes in his
seminal study of the emergence of the middle class in 19th-century America,
changing patterns of consumption—a shift from a hegemonic culture of frugality
and republican simplicity to one that authorizes ‘refinement’ and moderate
luxuries—fashion the home into a major site for the display of social status,
capable of signifying by its geographic location, its architecture, and its interior
design (138-91).5 The discourse of domesticity, that stands at the center of a new
ideology of gender distinction, further invests the home with social and cultural
significance. According to this discourse, the physical lay-out of the home, the
objects in it, and the way in which it is kept reflect and reinforce the values and
virtues of its inhabitants.6 This discourse of domesticity, as Gillian Brown argues,
also shapes the discourse of individualism in significant ways by providing it with
a powerful metaphor for an autonomous self: a private space insulated from the
public. In Brown’s words, “nineteenth-century American individualism takes on
its peculiarly ‘individualistic’ properties as domesticity inflects it with values of
interiority, privacy, and psychology” (1). As a result of these cultural
developments, the home evolves into a potent reservoir of several registers of
meaning.
There are many indicators of the cultural significance of domestic architecture
in the antebellum United States, and perhaps the most illustrative is the rise to
cultural prominence of Andrew Jackson Downing. Downing made the
architectural pattern book into a bestselling genre, to an extent that reflects the
5 See the foundational scholarship of, e.g., Karen Halttunen and Mary P. Ryan on the role of
domesticity for the formation of the middle class.
6 See Lori Merish for a discussion of the role of domestic consumption, its rituals and displays,
especially in 19th-century women’s novels.
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importance attributed to the lay-out of private dwellings in antebellum America.
His books not only popularized the contemplation of domestic architecture,
advertising the semiotic potential of architecture and its expression in private
homes, they also circulated some of the key cultural narratives attached to
architectural patterns. Downing’s books thus figure prominently among the
antebellum texts that establish architecture as the subject of writing, and that
extend the semiotic potential of architecture from architectural patterns
themselves and their material realization to texts that talk about architecture and
houses. In his Architecture of Country Houses, Downing outlines “three excellent
reasons why my countrymen should have good houses” (xix): One, “because a
good house [...] is a powerful means of civilization” (ibid.); two, “because the
individual home has a great social value for a people” (ibid.); and, three, “because
there is a moral influence in a country home” (ibid.). Downing discusses each of
these aspects in detail and proceeds to outline specific, replicable architectural
solutions for them. His project, that found such ready resonance in antebellum
culture, is to transpose the ideology of domesticity into a ready-made set of
architectural principles that charge the individual home with meaning: “the
condition of the family home—in this country where every man may have a home
—should be raised, till it shall symbolize the best character and pursuits, and the
dearest affections and enjoyments of social life” (xx; emphasis mine). The book’s
cultural accomplishment is thus twofold: For one, it establishes that people should
care about the houses they build for themselves because these houses will signify
who they are, as individuals, as families, and as a nation. At the same time, it
outlines and authorizes the deployment of architecture in writing, where it can
serve the articulation and symbolic reinforcement of identitarian narratives like
the ‘national character’ which so much of his text focuses on elaborating.
In Melville’s “I and My Chimney,” the narrator’s engagement of his home
seems to directly originate from antebellum culture’s expectations of architecture
as a meaningful system of signification.7 He pays much attention to the physical
7 Sarah Wilson also dialogues Melville’s tale with Downing’s writing but associates Mr.
Scribe’s designs with Downing’s program and the narrator’s stance, accordingly, as resistance
to the antebellum zeal for architectural reform as embodied by Downing (72; 85 n28). While I
agree with her diagnosis of anti-reformism in the narrator, I see the narrator reflect several
aspects of Downing’s program, most prominently its symbolic investment in domestic
architecture. In this point, Downing (and the narrator) differs from another significant writer on
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structure of his house, detailing it in his narrative, because he considers this
architecture meaningful and because it lends meaning to his narrative. As the
tale’s title most poignantly indicates, the narrator explicitly values his home’s
architecture as an expression of his own identity, a massive physical structure that
reflects and reinforces his role as head of the household. Accordingly, he holds
great investments in the signification that this architecture performs, in controlling
—by means of his narrative—the meaning with which it is associated. However,
this control slips out of his hands in the course of the narrative, and the
meaningfulness he so carefully elaborates destabilizes as he proceeds. Essentially,
the narrator casts two very different pictures of his home: An early portrait of
unity and order, supportive of the chimney’s function as reflection of the
narrator’s identity, contrasts with a later one of disorder and fragmentation.
Significantly, the narrative situations out of which these two sketches emerge are
quite different: When elaborating the former, the narrator has full control of the
text; he is, as it were, alone in the narrative (with his chimney). When sketching
the latter, he has to contend with other voices, most notably that of his wife and
the “master-mason” a.k.a. “rough sort of architect” (362) Mr. Scribe, which are
forcing their way into his story and contesting his control of his house’s
signification. So the narrative taps into notions of architecture as an alleged
purveyor of meaning to have its narrator struggle with the vulnerability of its
work of signification.
Early on in the text, the narrator introduces his house—endearing it to the
reader—by emphasizing its clear structure, owing to its clear center, marked by
the massive chimney. The chimney, in this portrayal, presents itself as an agent of
structural order and unity. It is, the narrator notes, located at “the exact middle of
the mansion” (352), whence it centers the structure of the entire house: “all the
rest of which house, in each architectural arrangement, as may shortly appear, is,
in the most marked manner, accommodated, not to my wants, but to my
chimney’s, which, among other things, has the centre of the house to himself”
(350). A home thus architectured around an undisputed center, the narrator
architectural issues—Catherine Beecher—who (like the narrator’s wife) pursues an
emphatically functional and pragmatic approach to domestic design. For a more detailed
discussion of Downing and Beecher, see Sweeting 44-45.
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maintains, informs the lives of its inhabitants, centering and unifying their daily
routines: “when, in the various chambers, my family and guests are warming
themselves of a cold winter’s night, just before retiring, then, though at the time
they may not be thinking so, all their faces mutually look towards each other, yea,
all their feet point to one centre” (355). The narrator further accentuates the
centeredness of his house by contrasting it with modern buildings where fireplaces
are separate and distanced, located “on opposite sides; so that while one member
of the household is warming himself at a fire built into a recess of the north wall,
say another member, the former’s own brother, perhaps, may be holding his feet
to the blaze before a hearth in the south wall–the two thus fairly sitting back to
back” (350). He delights in detailing the disunity that this modern architecture
signifies, as violating “proper fraternal feeling” (ibid.), and speculates whether
“this style of chimney building originated with some architect afflicted with a
quarrelsome family” (ibid.). In this first sketch of the house, then, the chimney is
cast as both symbolic and practical unifier of home and family.
An all but inverse picture presents itself in the second description of his home,
into which the narrator is forced by his wife’s plans of home improvement.
Finally compelled, halfway through the text, to address his wife’s grievances
against his chimney, he characterizes his house as a veritable labyrinth. And the
chimney, precisely because of its centrality, emerges as the agent of disorder and
confusion. First of all, the chimney’s size and central location dictate the shape of
rooms in the house, mandating an irregular floor plan: “on the second floor the
rooms were the most rambling conceivable. They, as it were, dovetailed into each
other. They were of all shapes; not one mathematically square room among them
all” (371). Not only do the rooms have a disorderly appearance because none is
shaped regularly and none looks like the other, the boundaries between them also
seem ‘wrong’: Dovetailing into each other, one room usurps space that, by regular
arrangement, would belong to another. The chimney turns out to control, even
colonize, the home’s architecture, dictating the organization of its rooms in a way
that its own centrality and expanse is bought at the expense of spatial disorder all
around it.8
8 The chimney’s effect as colonizing the architecture of the entire house is further highlighted in
the way in which the building’s irregular structure replicates the irregularity in the design of
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Yet the chimney’s colonizing force wreaks even graver effects on the first floor
of the house, whose lay-out is not merely irregular but entirely obscure:
almost every room, like a philosophical system, was in itself an entry, or
passage-way to other rooms, and systems of rooms—a whole suite of entries, in
fact. Going through the house, you seem to be forever going somewhere, and
getting nowhere. It is like losing one’s self in the woods; round and round the
chimney you go, and if you arrive at all, it is just where you started, and so you
begin again, and again get nowhere. Indeed—though I say it not in the way of
faultfinding at all—never was there so labyrinthine an abode. Guests will tarry
with me several weeks and every now and then, be anew astonished at some
unforseen apartment. (361)
Even if the narrator assures that such labyrinthine architecture constitutes no flaw,
what he describes here is an essentially uninhabitable home that violates the most
fundamental spatial codes of domesticity: a house that does not consist of rooms
but of a series of passageways, which essentially lead nowhere. What is most
remarkable about this sketch of the house is the virtual absence of rooms, which
usually constitute the major spatial category of a home. Rooms commonly
distinguish themselves by their clear boundaries, their definition of enclosed
space, which invites inmates to rest and ‘inhabit’ that space. Rooms are important
—especially in antebellum concepts of domestic architecture—because they
organize domestic space into distinct realms, whose demarcation serves a variety
of functions, from defining spaces of privacy to shutting away domestic labor.9 In
the narrator’s house, the primary mode of engagement with ‘rooms’ appears to be
transiting rather than inhabiting. Their boundaries seem primarily meant to be
traversed. And even a room like the dining room, which commands a certain
extent of rest and sitting down, disencourages the feeling of arrival by
foregrounding the permeability of its boundaries, as its walls are interrupted by
“no less than nine doors, opening in all directions, and into all sorts of places”
(361). The fantastic number of nine doors underlines the extent to which the
tracks through the house are everything but linear, resembling a complex web
seemingly designed to confuse and defy navigation.10 Altogether, disorder and
the chimney itself: “the chimney was, in the most haphazard way, excavated on each floor for
certain curious out-of-the-way cupboards and closets, of all sorts and sizes, clinging here and
there, like nests in the crotches of some old oak” (371).
9 For a discussion of the ways in which 19th-century architectural trends worked to organize
domestic space, see Brown 77.
10 On a very mundane level, this spatial confusion creates situations in which the narrator can feel
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dislocation dominate the narrator’s second description of his house—the very
order and unity he initially emphasized evaporate when his semiotic control of the
house is challenged.11
This dissolution of architectural order in the narrator’s representation of his
home does not figure as an isolated phenomenon but rather registers a broader
destabilization that features in the text on various levels. It is quite notable that the
architecture of the narrator’s textual house disintegrates precisely when, in the
narrative’s plot, his role as patriarch is being challenged. In his first controlled
sketch, the chimney is constructed as a projection of the narrator’s self-image as
undisputed center of his household.12 It serves as an embodiment of the patriarchal
principle, unifying the house as the narrator (wishes he would) unify his family.
The second, disorderly sketch is prompted by a challenge, both, to the narrator’s
chimney and to his centrality in his family. His loss of semiotic authority
coincides with a loss of material authority, over his family and his house. The
signification of his home’s architecture slips out of his control at the exact
moment when his authority over this architecture itself is challenged, and his
slippery grip on his home’s signification profoundly disturbs the story he tries to
tell of his household. Most apparently, his home—if it cannot be a patriarchal
home—ceases to be home at all in his narrative. The irregular and labyrinthine
dwelling that the narrator describes represents the very opposite of the antebellum
idea of the home. Rather than privacy and belonging, it offers restlessness and
dislocation. The narrator tellingly weaves a comparison to the woods into this
sketch, whose association with the ‘wilderness’ mark its distance from the home
superior because he knows how to navigate the labyrinth: He delightedly details an incident in
which a guest gets embarrassingly lost in the house (361-62). This moment further
substantiates a reading of the narrator’s stakes in preserving his home’s architecture as its
production of privileged knowledge resonates with the classic dynamics of patriarchy.
11 Based on a wholly different, though intriguing, premise, Wilson reads this passage as outlining
an unconventional model of domesticity that breaks free of the delimiting structures of
antebellum architecture: The labyrinthine architecture forges “unexpected community” (74) by
defying easy navigation, and it provides multiple sites of family-interaction rather than
centralizing this in one living room (75). Wilson thus suggests that the building’s architecture
figures as a utopian model of a private sphere conducive to more communal and fluid
identities.
12 Both Wilson and Shamir interrogate the tale for its deployment of gendered discourses of
domestic architecture. Wilson contextualizes the tale within a broader tradition in Melville’s
writing that centers on “male characters who assert claims upon increasingly feminized
domestic space” (71). Shamir focuses on the text’s use of architectural details, arguing that the
chimney “is not an arbitrary symbol of patriarchal power but the main component of a spatial
design that enabled traditional patriarchy” (457).
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in antebellum America’s cultural landscape. The text’s layering of various kinds
of challenges to established authority, then, links the materiality of domestic
architecture with its semiotic and symbolic dimensions. They are laminated in the
overall crisis the narrator experiences.
This overlap is accentuated even further in the way in which the text highlights
the chimney’s astonishing materiality. We get the impression that the narrator has
singled out the chimney as symbol of his self precisely because it is a tangible and
massive physical item that promises to withstand change and challenge. In his
dispute with his wife, the narrator resorts to the chimney’s factuality and
substantiality when all other arguments fail: “At last, I gently reminded her that,
little as she might fancy it, the chimney was a fact—a sober, substantial fact,
which, in all her plannings, it would be well to take into full consideration” (357).
Even if his wife possesses the stronger arguments in their architectural dispute—
reason, usability, taste—the narrator is confident that the chimney’s massive
physical presence will trump them all, that the laws of gravity and statics cannot
be argued away. But even materiality fails to provide the authority he expects and
turns out to be as vulnerable as designs and arguments: Aided by Mr. Scribe, the
wife devises two plans to undo the chimney without endangering the structural
integrity of the building. Her first plan is to cut a tunnel through the chimney—
i.e., to leave it externally intact but to disable it from the inside. Eventually, she
insists on removing the chimney altogether. In both cases, Mr. Scribe’s
architectural authority attests that the operations would not harm the stability of
the building—that, indeed, a structure as massive and central as the chimney can
be argued and architectured away. This seems to amount to the narrator’s most
shocking realization: that the chimney’s substantiality provides little protection,
that it turns out quite as vulnerable as the things it is supposed to signify and
stabilize—personal, familial, and national identity. In other words, it is not just the
signifying operation that proves contestable—i.e., the process by which specific
meanings are attached to house and chimney—but the material thing itself, the
signifier, can be hollowed out or undone.
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Writing
The tale’s engagement of architecture as a system of signification invokes
language and writing as our culture’s most basic and quotidian signifying system,
a system continually present in the textual artifact that conveys the chimney’s
story. But even beyond that, writing and texts play a prominent role in the
narrative: in the name of its architect, Mr. Scribe, and in the many documents that
are produced and exchanged in the course of its architectural dispute. In thus
forging a connection between architecture and writing, the narrative evokes a
broader cultural convention in the middle of the 19th century (and beyond) that
construed the power of architecture in analogy to writing (and, to some extent,
vice versa). Houses, in this context, gain cultural power because they signify like
texts, telling stories about their inhabitants’ identities, tastes, or family-life. At the
same time, writers discover architecture as a literary device, that can serve textual
projects by providing symbolism or metaphors of narrative structure.13 In “I and
My Chimney,” these connections between writing and architecture are evoked in a
narrative that has the crisis of one reflect on that of the other. Writing, as much as
architecture, is framed by expectations of meaningfulness and authority that are
being frustrated in the course of the tale.
The text’s most blatant evocation of writing, the name of Mr. Scribe, indicates
the specific crisis of the written word that is evoked in the narrative. The writing
that his name references is not autonomous, dedicated to the representation of
reality or the expression of personal inspiration, but a service that can be hired, a
commodity available to the highest bidder.14 And, indeed, through the narrator’s
eyes, Mr. Scribe appears as a dubious character, whose architectural analysis is
suspicious because his loyalties are unclear. Originally, Mr. Scribe is involved by
the narrator on his own behalf, who expects him to testify to the structural
impossibility of removing the chimney. The narrator, however, is soon in doubt
13 There is a (slim) tradition of critical analysis that has addressed these multiple levels on which
architecture has come to energize literature and literary criticism. See, e.g., Frank; Chandler;
Mezei and Briganti.
14 In this point, the character of Mr. Scribe is, of course, evocative of Melville’s Bartleby. These
scriveners figure as major components of Melville’s broader consideration of writing and the
literary marketplace, which has been discussed, e.g., by Michael Gilmore and (more
controversially) by Elizabeth Renker.
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whether Mr. Scribe indeed serves architectural truth or rather his own or the
wife’s interests. In the course of the narrative, the narrator grows ever more
convinced that Mr. Scribe and the wife are together plotting a conspiracy against
him and his chimney.15 However, as he can never really convict the architect of
lying—and as the symptoms of his paranoia become all to apparent in the course
of his narrative—the reliability of Mr. Scribe’s architectural findings simply
remains unresolved by the story’s end.
The tale’s many scenes involving written documents further dramatize the
contested integrity of texts and writing. The dispute between the narrator and Mr.
Scribe is largely carried out in writing, involving text-types associated with a
particular degree of authority: calculations, contracts, certificates. Their reliability,
however, as representations of truth is questionable from the start. The first thing
Mr. Scribe does to persuade the narrator of the advantages of demolishing his
chimney is to jot down a calculation of the money that could be made made out of
the bricks: “‘Look, sir!’ said he, taking a bit of red chalk from his pocket, and
figuring against a whitewashed wall, ‘twenty times eight is so and so; then forty-
two times thirty–nine is so and so—ain’t it, sir? Well, add those together, and
subtract this here, then that makes so and so,’ still chalking away” (363). Mr.
Scribe makes quite a performance out of the act of writing his calculations,
tellingly, on the walls of the narrator’s house. The underlying assumption is, of
course, that an assertion made in writing is more powerful than one made in
speaking. Yet the strategy does not work with the narrator, who emphatically
refuses to be impressed by the numbers on his walls. Rather, he seems to register
the architect’s ciphering as an attempt to take possession of his house, inscribing
its white walls with his ‘text’ and thus contesting the narrator’s exclusive privilege
to do so.
Accordingly, this act opens a long campaign in which both sides use writing to
advance their cause: Texts evolve as the medium in which the narrator and Mr.
15 There are various passages in the text that reflect the narrator’s growing conviction of a
conspiracy. See, e.g., the following: “An intense calm pervaded my wife, but beneath which, as
in the sea, there was no knowing what portentous movements might be going on. She
frequently went abroad, and in a direction which I thought not unsuspicious; namely, in the
direction of New Petra, [...] the elegant modern residence of Mr. Scribe” (366). Immediately
afterwards in his account, the narrator receives Mr. Scribe’s letter about the secret closet
(which I will discuss in a moment).
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Scribe compete, contending for control of the chimney—both of its meaning and
of the thing itself. The narrator repeatedly summons Mr. Scribe with implicit
promise of a contract engaging him to tear down the chimney, only to send him
off without any such document. The architect eventually responds with a letter,
which presents the narrator with the hypothesis that there might be a secret closet
hidden in the chimney. This possibility of a secret closet, which could only be
ascertained by demolishing the chimney, sets off another series of letters, notes,
and calculations. They culminate in the narrator hiring Mr. Scribe not to perform
any work on his house, but to issue a certificate that testifies that there is no secret
closet in the chimney. After only minimal hesitation, the architect issues such a
document, without having verified its content according to his own professional
standards. This certificate is framed and hung up in the narrator’s dining room as a
token of triumph over his wife. But, again, the document does not provide what
the narrator expects of it—certainty and closure. As the story ends, the wife
continues to tease the narrator with the possibility of a secret closet, essentially
resuming her campaign against the chimney. 
Just like architecture, then, writing is framed by cultural expectations of
meaningfulness and authority which, in the course of the narrative, are being
frustrated. On one level, the text details the process by which the narrator learns
that writing does not necessarily document reality—that it also works as a
surrogate of reality, a simulation of truth and, as such, is a commodity that can be
shaped according to the buyer’s wishes. His idea to pay the architect not for
performing any architectural work but for issuing a document that simulates such
work testifies to his eventual understanding of writing as a malleable signifying
system primarily tied to the service of interests rather than to the representation of
truth. The irony is, of course, that he does not appreciate the extent to which this
commodification has deprived writing of much of its power: In a world where
everybody knows that documents are being forged, calculations and certificates do
not garner much respect. The narrative’s open ending, induced by the wife’s
refusal to respect the certificate as a document commanding closure, frames the
narrative itself as the next act in their dispute over their home’s architectural
future. It appears as a re-writing of the architect’s certificate with different means,
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another attempt of the narrator to document his ‘truth’ about his chimney and thus
advance his interests. And like the certificate’s, the success of his narrative is
doubtful because its writing, too, bears the marks of erosion.
Dysfunctional Symbolism
This erosion, which the narrative dramatizes in the work of architecture and
writing as systems of signification, has far-reaching consequences for the
symbolic operations of the narrative and the many referents of the house it
invokes. If the two are vulnerable and flawed as signifying systems, their crisis
would impact on the more abstract signifying projects that rely on domestic
architecture for symbolic reinforcement. The narrative specifically invokes the
most common symbolic operations in which houses are enlisted—as signifiers of
individual, familial, and national identity—to make them share in the story’s crisis
of signification. The crisis of architecture and writing that the text details spills
over to its symbolic work, calling into question the substantiality and very
meaningfulness of identitarian concepts like self- and nationhood. 
The text employs a variety of strategies to cast these concepts and their
elaboration as problematic. Chief among them is its use of the trope of the secret.
Secrets permeate the story’s major symbolic projects, disturbing the narrative’s
alleged effort to make the chimney mean something. Significantly, the narrator
orients his role in the text toward the protection of secrets rather than—as may be
expected of a narrator—toward their illumination. While he thus, on the one hand,
sabotages his own role as narrator, his guardianship of secrets seems to have a
purpose: The secrets he protects bear the possibility of either hiding something
dangerous or of hiding nothing at all, and both, their potential emptiness and their
potential controversiality, need to be contained in order not to disturb the
narrator’s fragile constructions of identity. Along with other textual instances of
malfunctioning symbolism, secrets thus pinpoint the possibility of incoherence
and insubstantiality in the identitarian narratives which the tale invokes. What is
more, their surfacing in the text, and the narrative guardianship they command,
indicate a critical potential of allegedly dysfunctional systems of signification:
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Only the narrator’s loss of control over his chimney and its meaning brings these
secrets to the fore, the ‘functional’ signification he yearns for had safely concealed
them.
As noted before, the narrative most prominently belabors an equation between
the chimney and narrator’s self. Beginning with the title, it explicitly establishes
narrator and chimney as quite alike: Both are cast as ‘old smokers’ who dislike
change and modernity, patriarchal figures wishing to dominate the house. The
dispute with the wife, and the gendered line of confrontation it creates, further
underlines the narrator’s identification with the house’s present architecture—
especially with its phallic chimney—while the wife’s preference for a “grand
entrance-hall” (357) appears, by similar Freudian operations, as her wish for an
architecture reflective of her (gender-) identity. In defending his chimney, the
narrator clearly defends his own role as head of the household, a patriarchal role
increasingly challenged in the course of the 19th century by the feminization of
domesticity.16
While this analogization unfolds in most apparent ways, the text, in a less
apparent manner, encourages doubts whether the chimney really figures as a
symbol of the narrator’s self or rather as its surrogate. There are numerous
indicators to the effect that, without the chimney, the narrator simply has no
identity. Not only does he, at one point, all but admit that the defense of his
chimney gives meaning to his life: “I have not a single scheme or expectation on
earth, save in unequal resistance of the undue encroachment of hers“ (358). The
narrator also lacks the common markers of identity, most notably a name. The
only identification by which he fares is as narrator of his chimney. His name, as
well as any other aspect of his identity, remain secret. This secret of the narrator’s
identity, I suggest, invokes the secret of the chimney, the alleged closet it hides,
imbuing the narrator’s identity with the dubiousness of the secret closet. Just like
the chimney, the narrator might turn out to hide nothing inside his self, he might
be as hollow and empty as he believes his chimney to be. In any case, the end of
the narrative will bring to light no hidden substance, neither for the secret closet
nor for the secret identity. Rather, it sees the narrator become ever more like his
16 Shamir and Wilson build their readings of the tale around such an analysis of its gender
conflict. For a straightforward analysis of the text’s Freudian symbolism, see Chatfield.
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chimney: Refusing to leave the house lest his chimney be unprotected, he arrests
in a posture that mimics the chimney, a “mossy old misanthrope [, ...] standing
guard over my mossy old chimney” (375). The secret of the narrator’s identity
thus conceals the way in which the chimney might not reflect the narrator’s self, it
might be all there is of his self. The secret hides a potential absence, a lack of
substantiality that needs the very substantial chimney to gain any kind of
presence.
This construction of the narrator’s identity as a secret contributes to the text’s
broader invocation of mysteries that employs architectural figurations of secrets as
enclosed interiors. Highlighted in the narrator’s play with the phonetic similarity
of “mystery” and “masonry” (368), such enclosures and their protection determine
the narrator’s quest in the tale. To begin, uncovered and penetrated interiors get a
decidedly negative connotation in his narrative, they are associated with problems
rather than with illumination and insight. From the narrator’s point of view, all
problems begin with an act of exposure that provides his wife with a pretext for
mounting her campaign against the chimney: When a necessary renewal of the
roof exposes a section of the chimney that is not weather-prove—i.e., that is not
meant for exposure—its appearance begins to suffer, which the wife insists to be
fixed. The chimney’s signs of disintegration, caused by its exposure, provides the
wife with major argumentative ammunition to advance her cause. Later, Mr.
Scribe’s adversarial entrance in the text is associated with a violation of the
chimney’s most interior section. The architect presents his calculation in favor of
the chimney’s demolition in the basement of the house, a place the narrator values
for the way in which it encloses the chimney, allowing for privacy between the
two of them. The narrator previously introduced the basement as a veritable shrine
for his chimney, the place where it shows its true character and to which the
narrator often withdraws to contemplate its magnitude.17 The architect violates
this most private, most enclosed space with his presence as well as with his
unfavorable analysis. Finally, of course, the secret closet, allegedly located inside
the chimney, figures as the ultimate trump in the wife and architect’s campaign,
17 “Large as the chimney appears upon the roof, that is nothing to its spaciousness below. [...]
Very often I go down into my cellar, and attentively survey that vast square of masonry. I stand
long, and ponder over, and wonder at it” (354).
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whose uncovering would entail the chimney’s destruction. Penetrated interiors
and uncovered secrets, then, figure as major motors of crisis in the narrator’s
account.
The narrator clearly engages to protect enclosures and the secrets they may
conceal. He makes this project explicit when he quips to his wife: “even if there
were a secret closet, secret it should remain, and secret it shall. Yes, wife, here for
once I must say my say. Infinite sad mischief has resulted from the profane
bursting open of secret recesses” (373). John Allison reads the narrator’s stance as
“respect for the concealed mystery of sacred interiors” (21), which he wishes to
defend against desecration by the forces of modernity. Milette Shamir argues that
the narrator’s mystification and protection of enclosures figure his crusade for
“the last masculine prerogative: the right to privacy” (458). I want to suggest,
however, that the narrator’s protection of secret interiors also operates as a
strategy of containment. The text’s secret interiors enclose things potentially
disruptive, things at odds with outer appearances, and protecting their enclosure
serves to, quite literally, contain their disruptive potential. Again, the narrative
unfolds this theme in an array of instances. Most mundanely, it has the narrator
take advantage of the chimney’s mysterious structure—the many recesses that
penetrate its walls—to clandestinely brew and hide liquor. The narrator, then,
makes use of the building’s confusing architecture to keep secret an enjoyment the
antebellum culture of temperance would chastise as a vice.18 
But also the text’s most spectacular secret, the secret closet, potentially hides
something that, from the narrator’s vantage point, better remain hidden. As soon
as he hears of the possibility of a secret enclosure, the narrator remembers family-
lore that suggests the closet might hide a treasure: A “late kinsman, Captain Julian
Dacres, long a ship-master and merchant in the Indian trade” (367), who,
“supposed to have retired into this country with a large fortune” (ibid.), died
without leaving any money to his descendants. Family-gossip insists that this
18 Note, in this context, how this scene taps into the text’s broader elaboration of a confrontation
between genders: Drinking is as much coded as a masculine indulgence as the text colors its
disturbance and policing, along with curiosity in general, as feminine. In the narrator’s account,
female characters seem irresistibly attracted to peek into the building’s nooks and niches—the
maid likes to clean in the crevices created by the chimney (which the narrator tries to dissuade
her from doing), and his wife does not even shy away from crawling into the chimney to see
what it looks like.
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fortune lies hidden somewhere, and since Dacres once built the house in which the
narrator now lives, the secret closet seems like the long-sought hiding place of the
fortune. However, rumor also has it that Captain Dacres made this fortune not as a
merchant but as a pirate (ibid.).19 And while the narrator proclaims not to believe
in these rumors at all, the contents of the secret closet bear the possibility of
verifying them. The fact that an ancestor uncovered as a criminal, a family-home
as built by illegal money would severely harm the narrator’s family suggests that
an interest to contain such dark family-history might have also figured in the
narrator’s refusal to explore the closet. On a more abstract plane, however, the
most explosive secret the closet might have to hide is the possibility that its
contents provide no clue whether the ancestor was a merchant or a pirate. Its
contents could testify that the operations of an ‘honest’ businessman in the
imperial trade and of a ruthless pirate could turn out so alike that no differences
can be discerned in the artifacts they leave behind. The secret of the closet may
thus not only conceal, as Milette Shamir notes (459), an individual’s transgression
but the transgressions of colonial politics. May he serve as a guardian of family-
or of Euro-American history, the narrator’s decision not to explore the potential
closet not only seems to protect the physical integrity of his chimney.
The closet’s possible containment of two kinds of history—of family and of
nation, broadly conceived—reflects the range of symbolic uses often made of
domestic space. Both are specifically evoked in the text, and their figuration
entails two other dynamics of malfunctioning symbolism I want to address. The
first is set in architecture’s familial metaphoricity and concerns moments in which
a home’s economic dimension disturbs its symbolic work. Notions of a house as
monument of family-lineage are conventional to the extent that ‘house’ can be
used synonymously for ‘family.’ This usage has a largely unacknowledged
economic basis, in a family’s continuous, cross-generational ownership of a
building: A house works as a concrete object capable of signifying the abstract
concept of heritage because it passes through the ownership of successive
generations of a family. This symbolic dimension gains particular importance in
19 Readings of this character often focus on his name, decoding it as an anagram of ‘sacred,’ and
largely ignore the reference to piracy. See Emery 211, who credits Merton Sealts with
pioneering this reading.
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antebellum discourses of architecture which, as Gillian Brown observes, privilege
the use of durable materials for homes because “such homes would be monuments
to their builders, museums of their lasting ownership” (74). In “I and My
Chimney,” the narrator’s past-oriented attitude that shows throughout the text
specifically encourages a reading of his attachment to his house as an attachment
to the family-history that the house signifies. However, the family’s ownership of
the house appears by no means as continuous as such valorization of the building
suggests. We learn, almost in passing, that the house came into the possession of a
man who seems not to have been part of the narrator’s family, a “stranger [...] into
whose hands the estate had passed on my kinsman’s death” (367-68). The house
prominently bears the marks of this man’s ownership—he renewed the roof and
shortened the chimney—more insistently testifying to his ownership than to that
of any family member. The narrator renders this episode in the building’s history
in ways that evidence his displeasure, effectively as a castration of the house: The
operation, he details, was affected by “a band of woodmen, with [...] huge, cross-
cut saws” (352), who “saw[ed] the old gable roof clean off” (ibid.) and “slice[ed]
fifteen feet off the chimney itself” (353). This anger about modifications of the
house, I suggest, serves as an outlet for the more profound anger about the
family’s lost possession of the house. The stranger’s ownership not only cut the
building’s phallic chimney, it also diminishes its potency to signify familial
identity.
And even the narrator’s own ownership of the house is problematic: As he
mentions at one point, the house is mortgaged. The mortgage complicates the
narrator’s ownership not only on an abstract level—technically, he does not really
own his house—it also interferes in his control of the building’s architectural
future: While the narrator is content to let the disintegrating chimney stand as it is,
the holder of his mortgage insists that something be done about it lest the “policy
of insurance would be void” (354). Again, issues of ownership push to the
foreground, standing in the way of the narrator’s symbolic claims on his house:
While it makes perfect sense to renew the chimney to maintain the property, the
narrator’s symbolic engagement of the chimney require it to remain as it is. A
home, the narrative thus illustrates, is not just a monument—it is, above all, a
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piece of property, whose economic dimension may confound its cultural work. As
a consequence of these economic interferences, the narrator’s home seems to tell
the wrong story about his family: It much more eloquently talks about its misfit
owners—the castrating proprietor, the pirate founding father—than about the
narrator’s self-image as patriarchal traditionalist.
The second instance of malfunctioning symbolism relates to the narrative’s
national references and analogies, which similarly do not work the way they are
supposed to. Just as in the context of family-symbolism, there is a well-
established rhetorical convention to employ houses as metaphors of nations.20 U.S.
culture in the antebellum decades specifically encourages associations of home
and nation in its hegemonic discourse of domesticity. This discourse operates on
the basis of the assumption that the design and management of homes matter
because they are the germ-cells of society and culture, and that houses, in turn,
display national character. As Adam Sweeting puts it in his discussion of Andrew
Jackson Downing’s popularity, antebellum elites believed that domestic
architecture “contributed [...] to the moral health of the nation. [They] infused
every dwelling with the moral power to transform the entire country” (93). Their
writing about the ideals of architectural reform helped fashion private homes into
important symbols of national identity. In the precarious early narrative of U.S.
nationhood, domestic architecture plays a significant role as symbolic stabilizer
and unifier, capable of lending concrete shape to abstract notions of national
character and virtues, and reinforcing national identification through its palpable
and quotidian presence.
In “I and My Chimney,” national symbolism does conspicuously not work that
way. Most fundamentally, the text un-Americanizes the narrator’s house. The
majority of its national references associate the building with nations other than
United States, casting the house as something of an alien presence. The text thus
frustrates expectations of a home as reflective of and reinforcing its inhabitants’
national identity. To the contrary, the only statement about national character that
the narrative manages to make is to highlight the many aspects in which the house
20 Note, e.g., that Melville’s tale was published only two years before Lincoln’s “House
Divided”-speech, arguably the most famous invocation of a house as metaphor for the nation in
U.S.-American culture.
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is not American.21 Other than that, a positive, coherent national symbolism does
not emerge, which brings me to my second observation about the dynamics of
national symbolism in the text: The narrative sabotages the meaningfulness of its
own national references by the sheer excessiveness of their use. The narrator
associates the house with a dazzling array of territorial and cultural contexts,
among them England,22 France,23 Russia,24 Rome,25 Egypt,26 the Holy Land,27
Cuba,28 Indian territory,29 and also the United States30. Employed thus
inflationally, evocations of regional or cultural contexts no longer contribute to
the creation of meaning; they rather confuse meaning by making it impossible to
reconcile all the references with each other. 
Architectural symbolism, then, functions as a disperser rather than unifier of
national identification. It does not, as in hegemonic narratives, gloss over the
faultlines in discourses of nationhood. To the contrary, architectural symbolism,
in the tale’s world of allegedly dysfunctional signification, seems to accentuate
such faultlines. It characterizes U.S. nationhood as a precarious narrative
construct, drawing attention to the process of its construction out of references to
other national and cultural contexts. And, indeed, the text’s territorial references
evoke major building-blocks of 19th-century discourses of American nationhood,
references deployed to outline national heritage and to define national
distinctiveness in terms of similarities with and differences from other national
contexts. Analogies of houses and nations, in the text, work to unmask the notion
of an organic, even coherent, national identity as an illusion.
On another note, these references, and their excessiveness, characterize the
21 My point here takes issue with several readings of the tale that place it in the context of U.S.
nationhood and national politics. See, e.g., Sowder and Emery, who both read the chimney as
an allegory of the state of the union in the 1850s.
22 Comparing the chimney to the “English aristocracy” (356) or “ivied old England” (353)
23 Comparing his house to a mansion built by “Louis le Grand of France” (350)
24 “There it stands, solitary and alone—not a council—of ten flues, but, like his sacred majesty of
Russia, a unit of an autocrat” (355).
25 “grand high altar [...], right worthy for the celebration of high mass before the Pope of Rome,
and all his cardinals” (356)
26 “pyramid of Cheops” (352)
27 “stones at Gilgal, which Joshua set up for a memorial of having passed over Jordan” (354)
28 “my chimney itself a tropic. A chair by my chimney in a November day is as good for an
invalid as a long season spent in Cuba” (357)
29 “they all sleep round one warm chimney, like so many Iroquois Indians, in the woods, round
their one heap of embers” (355-56)
30 Bunker Hill Monument (362)
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narrator in ways that, again, sabotage his self-fashioning as patriarchal master of
his domain. Against the background of the many dangers and challenges he has to
narrate, creating these grand analogies clearly mark the narrator’s most joyful
moments in the narrative. Expressing his pride in his chimney, they reflect the
narrator’s perception of his chimney as a much grander structure than it actually
is, inflating the most minuscule detail and most profane aspect of the building to
grandest significance. Ironically, the narrator’s symbolic reach out to the world
accompanies his increasing withdrawal to the side of his chimney. The seemingly
cosmopolitan gesture of his many international references coincides with the
narrator’s growing provincialism.
Overall, this usage contributes to the text’s broader deployment of architectural
symbolism in the context of a narrative that dramatizes a crisis of signification. In
the course of this essay, I have been arguing that “I and My Chimney” depicts
architecture and writing as vulnerable semiotic systems. The text’s narrator—
mouthpiece of a traditionalist culture and installed in the text with a good deal of
ironic distance—casts this vulnerability as a crisis, for which he holds responsible
a conspiracy of women and capitalism. This crisis most prominently threatens his
self-image as a patriarch, along with other identitarian narratives of family and
nation in which this self-image is embedded. The effort to contain this crisis
motivates the narrator’s performance in the text, who seeks to assert his authority
over and control of his chimney on three levels the text casts as inextricably
intertwined—the thing itself, the meanings attached to it, and the processes by
which the chimney is made to mean something. 
On the one hand, the text thus lends expression to the anxiety of white male
elites over the erosion of their cultural authority, a recurring theme in the writing
of the ‘American Renaissance,’ accentuated by much classical scholarship of that
literature. On the other hand, however, the tale tacitly distances itself from such
mourning of a cultural crisis by putting it in the mouth—or, rather, the pen—of a
highly invested and, though likable, deeply flawed narrator. In staging this
peculiar narrator and his (less than successful) textual maneuvers, the text
explores this ostensible crisis as an opportunity not only for generating humor but
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also, more critically, for unlocking hermetic narratives of self, family, and nation.
The vulnerable signification with which the narrator has to contend brings to light
the positionality of such narratives, the processes by which they are constructed
and the faultlines that mark them. It thus provides a way to engage the alleged
naturalness and totality in which hegemonic narratives cloak themselves. Clearly,
the positive force that this unlocking can unfold in the text is very limited—on the
level of plot, nothing really changes in the course of the narrative, the tale
essentially ends in a stalemate between the forces of change and conservatism. I
would insist, however, that the productive potential of vulnerable signification is
as much present in the text as the nostalgia for a past of certainty and ‘order,’
making the tale much more ambivalent and intricate than commonly
acknowledged.
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